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Abstract. A model is proposed in which communication and action are extended both into the
and into the future. The chief feature of this model is its duality, manifest in a pair of paralle
space-time worlds. Interaction between these worlds — consciousness — is effected throu
moving window, through which influences pass by a process of resonance.
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1. Introduction

A number of simultaneous paranormal or psi phenomena have been explained, or understo
haps, through the medium of a hypothetical field, or immaterial force. [13] Indeed, even som
normal phenomena have received hypothetical explanations of this sort. [16] Quantum mec
is frequently mentioned in these contexts. [11, 13, 14, 17]

These constructions are helpful for psi phenomena such as telepathy, which do not involve 
cation in time. But precognition remains a challenge in the psi-field context, and additional 
structs have been proposed, such as serial worlds [10] or two-dimensional time. The pheno
involving revision of the past, such as influencing a tape-recording of a random number gen
is even more of a challenge. [15]

In this brief paper, we are going to meet this challenge by proposing a minimal extension o
world-view of conventional science, namely, by the addition of a second space-time world, 
lel to the ordinary one. This is partly inspired by the serial worlds model of Dunne [10], and p
by the morphic resonance idea of Sheldrake [16]. We are aiming here at a chaontic world-m
that can accommodate the data of transtemporal psi research. 

Note: By world, we mean a four-dimensional, space-time universe. By model, we mean a mathe-
matical model (geometry plus dynamics, in the spirit of chaos theory) intended as a cogniti
strategy. Chaontic: from chaontology, meaning ontology informed by chaos theory.

2. The step-time world.

By the step-time world we mean all of the space-time world of ordinary reality, as modeled b
conventional modern science, including the whole universe of material particles, waves, fie
forces, and all of the biospheric miracles of life, societies, and individual and collective con
sciousness.

The chief feature of this familiar world, or more precisely, the way it is seen in our present w
view, is the discreetness of its time. That is, time is seen as cut by a moving, spatial, three-
sional hyperplane. Behind it, everything is determined, and cannot be changed. And ahead
thing is — to some degree — undetermined, inchoate, unknowable. In other words, the 
definiteness of the world follows this moving hyperplane, changing as it passes from nothin
all, from zero to one, like a Heavyside (step) function (see Figure 1).

This assumption, hidden so deeply within our world-view that it does not even have a name
among the primary reasons that the results of well-done parapsychological research are re
by our scientific establishment, and to some degree, by most people.

So, to give this nameless assumption a name, we may refer to it as the hypothesis of step time. 
And hence, we call this world the step-time world.

3. The slope-time world.
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By the slope-time world we mean a new construct, which is nearly identical to the step-time 
world, and parallel to it. We may even think of two parallel hyperplanes in euclidean five-dim
sional space, rather close together. It does no harm, for our present, informal purposes, to t
them each as a flat three-dimensional space, extended by a flat one-dimensional time. Both
have physics, chemistry, planets, people, history, and so on. But there is one hypothetical f
of the slope-time world by which it differs substantially from our familiar step-time world. An
that relates to its time. It lacks step time. Instead, it has slope time. By this we mean, roughly, that
instead of the instant of passage of the knife of the present, cutting known space away from
unknown, we have a window, the extended-now window, in which the future gradually freezes into
the past. 

The width of the extended-now window is a parameter of the slope-time model which we hav
specified. Appropriate width values might best be obtained experimentally, from transtempo
psi experiments. Also, the shape of the extended-now window might be determined by experi-
ments. A few shapes are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. For the alignment between the extended-
now window of the slope-time world and the instantaneous-now of the step-time world, we pro-
pose to locate the now instant of the step-time model in the center of the extended-now win
the slope-time model, and they move together. But this alignment also might be determined
imentally.

We know well how to conceptualize the knife of step time. But how can we conceive of this
ing window? We suggest thinking of the whole slope-time world as a vibration in an immate
field. The vibration stretches along the direction of time as a moving soliton, like a solitary w
in the sea. A tsunami, perhaps. And where its crest passes, the illusion of a present mome
greatest. Were this soliton to be a delta function — that is, the width of the wave shrunk to z
we would then have step time.

Another conceptual strategy is provided by the image of a rolling pin, rolling down the thick
of a pad of pizza dough. Or, the steam-roller of fate, speeding down the highway of time, cru
possibilities down to certainties. The larger the roller, the wider the window.

4. Interaction between worlds.

So now we have two models. One is the usual world, in which the present lasts only a mom
The other is very similar, but the present lasts for awhile. Why have two model worlds? Cou
not just swap the old one for the new?

Well yes, in principle, we could. However, the present instant of the step-time world has be
ingrained in our world-view because that is how we experience time. It appears as an experi
law of consciousness. Perhaps that is an artifact of our neurophysiology. But in any case, i
behooves us to keep the old model alongside the new. At least, that is the strategy of this p

So let us regard the old, step-time world as a low-resolution model, convenient and tradition
ordinary mortals, and the new model as a high-resolution supermodel, useful for kings, phi
phers, and parapsychologists. Then we may regard conscious perceptions, as well as scie
observations, as communications between worlds. Precognitions are communications from
early part of the moving window of the slope-time world to the knife-edge of the step-time w
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And psychokineses into the past are communications from the sharp present of the step-tim
world into the latter part of the window into the slope-time world.

Besides providing more room for our conceptualization of transtemporal effects, the two-wo
model may offer a context for a new wave mechanics, in which the Schrödinger equation is
replaced by nonlinear dynamics, wave functions are not collapsed by observations, nonloc
normal, and so on.

5. Conclusion.

We set out to provide a minimalist extension of our world-view in which transtemporal phen
ena may be fit. And we end up, perhaps, with rather more. In the two-worlds model, we may
pret perceptions, and individual conscious awareness. In the future, we have in mind combi
model with our earlier models for telepathy via vibrational resonance in the morphic field. [1
In these models we placed individual conscious agents, and effected semiphoric messagin
between them. [8] This style of communication is best understood by computer graphic sim
tion. [9] 

Thus we may envision our two parallel four-dimensional worlds, placed in parallel within a f
dimensional geometry, and embraced by an immaterial vibrating field which is a medium of
munication. Collective consciousness among an ensemble of individual minds might be mo
in this way.
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Figure 2. Piecewise-linear sigmoid function. With increasing time, 
this slope moves to the right, and uncertainty is gradually decreased 
from maximum to minimum.

Figure 1. Heavyside step function. As time increases to the right, 
this step moves along to the right, and maximum uncertainty is 
instantly collapsed to minimum uncertainty.
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Figure 3. Smooth sigmoid function. Functions like the piecewise-
linear sigmoid, but the sharp changes of slope are smoothed.

Figure 4. Smooth sigmoid function with forgetful past. Functions 
like the smooth sigmoid, but after the collapse into certainty 
recedes into the past, uncertainty slowly returns.
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